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To some people this is could be a morbid or depressing discussion. However, for me, this topic
is inspirational and motivational. Allow me to
explain why I bring up the topic.
Two weeks ago I was told that a business associate and friend died at his desk. He had seen his
cardiologist the day before he died. He was one
month older than me. He left behind a wife, two
adult children, three grandkids, both of his parents (his dad lived with him and his wife), siblings, nieces and nephews, hundreds of tax and
accounting clients and a business partner.

One of speakers was artist Candy Chang who
created a neighborhood art project of a chalk
board wall with a stencil asking: “Before I Die I
Want To” with a bucket of chalk inviting people
to give their answer. The wall was filled within a
day and now there are 100s of these walls all
over the country and world. Contemplating life
changes the narrative of our daily activity. I know
that I am often caught up in the events of the
day and lose focus on what is really important.
My friend’s sudden death changed my perspective and is causing me to think about what is important to me and my life. The trick will be remembering those priorities and then acting on
them on a daily basis.

Pat was the life of every party. He had a contagious laugh that would identify him in any crowd, http://www.npr.org/player/v2/
was passionate about physical fitness, and immediaPlayer.html?
pacted the lives of many people.
action=1&t=3&islist=true&id=57&d=01-29-2016
Thinking about his sudden passing started me
thinking. What if my life ended suddenly right
now without notice?
With this on my mind, Kathy and I were driving
back from Flagstaff listening to podcasts of TED
Talk Radio.

A second speaker, Amanda Bennet, shared the
story of her life with her husband, Terrance, and
his fight to survive cancer. He was told many
times over a seven year period that he would die
soon and there was little or nothing that could be
done. Her story was one of hope or what many
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“What do I
want to do
before I
die?” What
is really
important to
me?"

times over a seven year period that he would die soon
and there was little or nothing that could be done. Her
story was one of hope or what many people call denial.
She and Terrance decided to embrace life after his diagnosis. They both took new jobs, he learned Arabic, they
raised two kids and traveled….all the while fighting his
disease and being told by doctors that he was going to
die. Amanda said that her time with Terrance before he
died taught her how to live.
http://www.npr.org/player/v2/mediaPlayer.html?
action=1&t=1&islist=false&id=464431544&m=464829197
&live=1

____? Is it important to me that I_________?
Then more importantly, how will the answers change
what I am doing right now?
My questions to you:


What do you want to do before you die?



What is really important to you?



What would you regret if you died in the next
hour?



How would you change your world?



Who would you want to tell you love before you
die?

So with all of that going on my brain is asking: “What do
 Who would you want to forgive before you die?
I want to do before I die?” What is really important to
me? Would I regret not _____? How would I change
So what are you waiting for? Go Live.

Several Compelling Conversations
What do you hear in the media? “Unprecedented market volatility has investors spooked.”
Reality



1998 had a 19% decline during the year only to finish the
year up 21%.



2000 through 2003 was a wild ride.



2000 (dot.com bust) down 17% to finish down 9%.



2001 (World Trade Center attack) down 30% to finish down
12%.



The S&P 500 closed on Friday, February 19 at 1917.



This represents a 9.1% decline from February 20, 2015.



This is a 6.2% decline from Dec 31, 2015.





This is a 14.1% decline from the market high on May 21,
2015.

2002 (Enron & World Com corporate lying and cheating)
down 34% to finish down 22%.



2003 down 14% to finish up 29%.



2008 (financial banking, mortgage, real estate crisis) down
49% to finish down 37%.



And by the way, the S&P 500 is up 183% from market
crash low of 677 on March 9, 2009.
FACT



The average intra-year price decline in the S&P 500 since
1981 has been 14.1%.



The S&P low of 1829 on February 11, 2016 is down
10.5% from Dec 31, 2015.

If investors are “spooked” they need to take a deep breath. The
current volatility is not unprecedented. In fact, this is NORMAL…..not the “new normal”….just NORMAL.

 2011 (US government shut down and debt down grade)
down 19% in September to finish up 5% for the year.
 2015 (pick a reason: China? Oil? Slow growth? Phase of
moon?) was down at some point during the year only for the
S&P to finish the year up 1%.
The fact is that we all have short memories. Our bias is influenced most by what just happened. Then our bias takes the current events … the “right now” is happening….and our mind goes
wild and we think: “what if things never change and the current
events go on forever?”

Reality: My compliance people will not allow me to say
“never”…..so I will only say that it is “highly unlikely” that the
Allow me to bore you with a couple of examples.
current market declines will continue down forever to the point
 In 1987 (black Monday), the intra-year decline was 33% and where all financial assets are worthless.
the market finished up 5% for the year.
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Debunking a Couple of Myths
There is a common misperception that
the size of the population at or near retirement age (59 and over) will dwarf
their younger brethren, and their retirement will cause financial havoc on the
economy.

Census Bureau, 2013.

The U.S. doesn’t make anything anymore,
right? The U.S. no longer makes cheap,
low quality manufactured goods (and
shouldn’t), but the U.S. is still the top value-added manufacturer in the world.
• The reality is far more encouraging. The There are many different ways for busitwo younger generations are larger indinesses to add value in the manufacturing
vidually and significantly larger collectively process. Designing a new product, upgradthan the vaunted Baby Boomers.
ing a current product, and improving marketing and sales for that product. Consider
• In fact, 42.9 million* of the 73 million
the iPhone.
Baby Boomers are actually between the
ages of 50 (people like Michelle Obama
• iPhones are designed and developed in
and Michael Jordan) and 59 (people like
the U.S.
Bill Gates and Eddie Van Halen). These are
• 85% of all iPhones are assembled in Chihardly the faces of a graying population.
na although China adds very little to the
Oh and by the way, a June 2014 study
process, or less than 5% of the production
from Merrill Lynch finds that 72% of precost.*
retirees over the age of 50 say their ideal
• Since the final assemblage takes place in
retirement will include working—often in
China, trade statistics calculate a sale of an
new, more flexible and fulfilling ways.
iPhone in the U.S. as an “export” from
• It is estimated that by 2050, there will
China and an “import” to the U.S.
be over 400 million* Americans and the
• Bottom line: Because of these kinds of
median age will be 39 years old!
issues, the official manufacturing and
• Not only will the U.S. have the fourth
trade data drastically understates the U.S.
youngest population of the G20, but the
role in global manufacturing and overthird largest population of the world just
states the U.S. trade deficit.
behind India and China.*
* Source: American Enterprise Institute,
For the U.S., demographics continue to
2013.
grow, as it is for many of the countries of
So … the Baby Boomers are not going to
the emerging world. The same can’t necoverwhelm the population. The US econoessarily be said for Japan, China, Germany
my is growing in many ways that are not
and Russia.
evident in the statistics.
*Sources: Ned Davis Research and U.S.
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